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To all livion, it in Gulf CO7 ce17. 
IBeit known that we, EUGENER. T.EIGHTON, 

of Boston, in the county of Suffolk, and SARAH 
M. DE MERRITT, of Reading, in the county of 
Middlesex, State of Massachusetts, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Devices for Ripping Seams, of which the 
following is a specification. 
This invention has for its object to provide 

a simple but effective tool or article for rip 
ping seams in or removing basting-threads 
from garments or drawing threads from fab 
rics for hemstitching or drawn work; and to 
these ends it consists of a tool comprising two 
coacting members, one of which is pointed, 
said members having engaging surfaces to 
clasp without cutting or injuring the thread to 
draw it from the fabric, all as illustrated upon 
the drawings, described in the following speci 
fication, and set forth in the appended claim. 

Reference is to be had to the accompanying 
drawings, and to the letters marked thereon, 
forming a part of this specification, the same 
letters indicating the same parts or features, 
as the case may be, wherever they occur. 
Of the said drawings, Figure 1 represents 

in perspective view a hand holding a tool em 
bodying our invention. Fig. 2 represents an 
enlarged view of said tool. Fig. 3 represents 
a cross-section on the line 33 of Fig. 2. 
The tool consists of two coacting members 

Ct, and b, which are pivoted together at c, as 
shown in Fig. 2, and the member b is provided 
With a loop or eye b' to receive the finger, 
while the member a has secured to it an elon 
gated straight handle a', which is illustrated 
as being capable of ornamentation and which 
is held in the palm of the hand when the tool 
is being used. The member C is convex, as 
indicated in Fig. 3, and tapers gradually to 
a sharp point Cli, fine enough to enter the loop 
of a stitch or between two picks in a piece of 
fabric. 
While we employ the term “sharp' in con 

nection with the point C., it is to be under 
stood that this term means that the said point 
is sufficiently sharp or fine to be inserted be 
tween the closely-meeting surfaces of the two 
parts of fabric forming a seam and under one 
or more of the threads joining such parts, 

The member b is concavo-convex to receive 
the member a in its concave side, said mem 
bers lying parallel while they are pressed to 
gether, as indicated in Fig. 2. The point (t 
extends a short distance beyond the end of the 
member b, so that the latter does not hide the 
stitches or the thread to be drawn out. 
The two members or “jaws,’ as they may 

be termed, comprise a penetrating pointed 
member and a clamp to clamp the thread 
against the said member, whereby the With 
drawal of the thread is rendered easy. 
The tapered member a forms a thread or 

loop finder, as it may be easily run along a 
seam, and it picks up the threads or loops 
without much strain on the eyes of the user. 
The elongated substantially-straight handle 
a' guides and steadies the finder or member 
C along a seam, and when the threads are to 
be broken the user simply grasps said elon 
gated handle with three fingers against the 
palm of the hand, while the forefinger is en 
gaged with the relatively-short handle b" to 
clamp the two members together, after which 
a twist or a pull on the implement breaks as 
many of the threads as are pinched between 
the members. 
While the coacting faces of the members 

at and b are preferably convex and concave, 
respectively, this is not absolutely essential, 
since said members may be flattened. 
We clain 
A device of the character specified com 

prising two coacting clamping members C, and 
b pivoted to each other, the member a being 
tapered to a sharp point to form a thread 
finder and having an elongated substantially 
straight handle to guide and steady said finder 
along a seam, and the member b having a rel 
atively-short handle to be engaged by a finger 
of the user. 
In testimony whereof we have affixed our 

signatures in presence of two witnesses. 

EUGENE. R. LEIGHTON. 
SARAH MI. DE MERRITT. 

Witnesses: 
M. B. MAY, 
C. C. STECHER, 
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